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Accessories tSoftware
Drop Lock Mount

This quick release clip mounting system will
ensure your PatrolEyes police body camera
stays exactly where you put it! Light weight and
simple to use, a user can quickly lock in or
release the PatrolEyes body camera from the
mount that is securely attached to your uniform
or molle mount.

Lanyard

This is a lanyard for your PatrolEyes camera to
securely attach it to your uniform or vest.

Add-ons

Epaulette Mount

Magnet Mount Clip

Covert Button Camera

Suction Cup Mount

Carrying Case

8 Camera Docking Station

This sturdy leather epaulette shoulder mount
connects seamlessly to your PatrolEyes camera
using the camera's built in mounting system.
This mount is not only tough, but is very reliable.
With this mount you can be sure you capture the
footage you need.

This powerful suction pad attaches to any
smooth, flat non-porous surface! The mount is
heavy duty and has a full range of motion. It is
made of hard plastic, and is easy to install! The
mount slides into the existing clip mechanism.

Make sure that you will not lose your camera in
a scuffle! With heavy duty magnets, just replace
the original alligator clip with the new modified
magnet mount clip. The magnets on the back of
the clip attach to a magnet strip inside your vest
that securely attaches your camera to your vest.

Use this carrying case to protect and carry your
PatrolEyes camera while not in use. Works with
all of the full size PatrolEyes cameras.

This is a 65° narrow field of view button camera kit
for PatrolEyes cameras. Includes 4 different size
buttons that will easily fit on the camera. Also
includes buttons for your shirt.

The PatrolEyes docking station can charge and
transfer data from up to 8 cameras
simultaneously. Using the PatrolEyes Digital
Evidence Management Software (DEMS) and
docking station you can automatically upload all
files to a PC or the PatrolEyes cloud with one
click! Once the files are successfully transferred,
DEMS will automatically delete all the files off
the device. The docking station saves you
valuable time and resources.

Wide Angle Camera

Chest Harness Mount

This chest harness mounting system will ensure
your PatrolEyes camera stays exactly where you
put it! Quickly strap this mount around your
chest and shoulders to catch all of the activity in
front of you. Simply screw the body camera
adapter to the chest mount screw and your
camera will be securely attached.
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Removable Battery

Use this battery for your PatrolEyes to keep you
recording for several more hours!

This camera is perfect for officers who prefer to
wear a lightweight camera and attach the
PatrolEyes body camera to their belt instead. The
camera has a 120° wide angle field of view which
allows you to capture what you would normally
see.

Metal Alligator Clip

This is an original replacement metal alligator
clip for your PatrolEyes camera.

Protection Plus Program
Tripod Adapter

This 1/4" thread adapter is designed specifically
for our PatrolEyes body cameras. The adapter
attaches to the camera’s built in mount system
and can then be threaded onto anything with a
1/4" bolt.

Before you drop, scratch, damage, spill on, or break a button - get the PatrolEyes
Protection Plus Program. With full coverage for issues with your camera such as
electrical malfunctions, broken zoom or SD card reader failure, you are fully covered.
With our coverage, your camera is protected for accidents caused by you or others. We
will repair your PatrolEyes camera within 5 business days.

PatrolEyes Automatic Video Redaction Software

Our PatrolEyes video redaction software is the fastest redaction software out there! With our simple web interface and
automatic face detection our software will save you hours of time. No more need to go though videos frame by frame and
apply a crude black box. Our professional software is compatible with all major file formats! Simply upload your file to the
website, select face detection and let the software do the rest! You can also select an object such as a credit card, license plate
or sign in the video and our software will select and follow that object. Body redaction is also available that will automatically
detect a person and redact the whole person. Audio redaction is also possible and easy. Contact us for a free demo.
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